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>How can Rome have history from 1 to the 930s CE if it builds residential quarters, aqueducts,

latrines, sewers, roads, ports or even bakeries only from 1 to the 230s CE?

>How can archaeologists from other cities or entire countries complain about some 700 years

without settlement layers in the first millennium CE if such strata do not even exist in Rome?
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INTENTION OF THE SLIDES
• The “STRATIGRAPHY OF ROME” is not an essay per se. It is a series of slides which can be used as a research tool

for investigating the three major epochs of the first millennium CE ([1] Imperial Antiquity, [2] Late Antiquity, [3] Early Middle

Ages).

• If, for example, British, Scandinavian, Slavic or Arab scholars believe that settlement layers for one or two of these epochs are
missing in excavation sites in their respective countries, they can use this research tool to check which epochs have settlement layers
in Rome. If the layer or layers in question are also missing in Rome, researchers may begin to ask whether the generally
accepted history of the first millennium is fraught with serious flaws. After all, researchers are only able to complain about “missing”
epochs at home because they are convinced such epochs exist in other regions, or at the very least in Rome. Dendro-chronologists
may comprehend why they failed to find a single city with a superimposed timber sequence for Imperial Antiquity, Late Antiquity
and Early Middle Ages. If anyone is looking for another cause for the downfall of Rome than barbaric invasions, he may find it.

• The slides in “The Stratigraphy of Rome” illustrate that during the first millennium CE (up to approx. 930 CE) residential quarters
(insulae), latrines, water pipes, sewers, roads, ports, kitchens, bakeries etc. were built in Rome only during Imperial Antiquity (1-230s
CE). The author further holds that what are called “Late Antiquity” and the “Early Middles Ages” were in fact aspects of Imperial
Antiquity. Stratigraphically, Imperial Antiquity belongs to the time span of about 700-930s CE, because its latest layers are directly
(without intervening settlement layers) followed by the primitive new beginnings in the High Middle Ages of the 10th/11th century.

• The stratigraphic identity of Imperial Antiquity (1-230s CE) and the Early Middle Ages (700-930s CE) does not mean a

historiographic 1:1 parallelism. One cannot simply parallel events dated to, e.g., 80 CE with events currently dated to

780 CE. Stratigraphic identity only means that all real events that are dated to Imperial Antiquity, and to the Early Middle

Ages, happened within the ca. 700 to 930s CE time span.

• In many discussions, the author has been surprised to find that even among archaeologists (including Italians) the actual stratigraphy

of Rome is rarely considered. The slides are intended to close the gap between belief and reality. Please note that this presentation is

a work in progress. Objections, suggestions or additional points of view are thus welcome.

Thanks for editorial assistance go to Clark Whelton/New York.





TETRARCHY AND THE STRATIGRAPHY OF ROME AT CRYPTA BALBI (foto J. Sidorczak-Heinsohn at the museum): The lower grey walls (right and third from

left) are Augustan (early 1st century.) The massive vertical structures (red-brown) are from the 120s AD (Hadrian). No human structures for 3rd to 7th century, i.e.,

nothing for Tetrarchy and Late Antiquity. Two sterile layers of deposito (pink and dark green) are vaguely dated 7th/8th century and have no sructures at all. They bury

the 2nd century structures. A lime kiln (in the medium green layer) and an assumed roof collapse (light green layer) are dated 8th and early 9th century. Nothing is

attributed to the 150 early medieval years from 850 to 1000 AD. The red layer above the light green one is dated 11th to 13th century.

If one counts from top to bottom, the two sterile layers (pink + dark green) belong to the catastrophe of c. 930 AD. The Roman buildings below, therefore, cannot

have ended in 230, but must have perished around 930 AD. Survivors of 930 AD used the lime kiln (erected in medium green layer) for building new houses.

Together with the light green layer it belongs to the second half of the 10th century. The red layer keeps its 11th century date. Heinsohn September 2018



ROME’S MARKET OF TRAJAN (89-117 EMPEROR)
They are the empire's most important place of purchase for emperors and slaves. And yet only a 
primitive piece of wall (yellow) is envisaged for the period 230-1100 AD. There are no separate building
stages for Late Antiquity (3rd-7th c.) and Early Middle Ages(8th-10th c.)
[Ungara, L., Del Moro, M.P., Vitti, M., eds. (2010), I mercati di Traiano restituti: Studi e restauri, Roma: Palombi Editori].



In the area of HADRIAN’S ATHENAEUM 
of 123 AD (Piazza Venezia) there are, 
between the 120s and 900 AD, only the 
originally built parts of the early 2nd 
century. They are believed (because of 
catalogue dated coins etc.) to have been 
used without repairs until the 5th century. 
All materials discovered above the structure 
of the 120s show only a primitive survival 
after devastation. Since nothing is known 
for the period 900-1000 AD, 
stratigraphically the materials of utter 
misery must belong to the 10th century. For 
it was not until the 11th century that the 
modest new beginning of urbanism kicked 
in.   

[http://www.thehistoryblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Hadrian-
atheneaum.gif]



Typical ad-hoc-theories to explain the mystery that even the richest 
Romans did not build in Rome’s Late Antiquity 4th-6th/7th c. CE.

The EMPERORS did not build in Rome after the 3rd century because they felt “it was 

enough to reflect themselves in the monumental buildings of the developed Principate” 

[1st/2nd c. CE] (sich an den Großbauten der fortgeschrittenen Prinzipatszeit spiegelten; Behrwald, R. (2009), Die Stadt als Museum? 

Die Wahrnehmung der Monumente Roms in der Spätantike, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 281).

The SENATORIAL CLASS did not build in Rome after the 3rd century because there

was still so much 1st/2nd c. urban substance left that “a return to a generous building

policy would not have turned a profit“ 
(von einer Rückkehr zu einer umfangreichen Baupolitik wäre deshalb […] kein Gewinn zu erwarten gewesen; Behrwald, R. (2009), Die 

Stadt als Museum? Die Wahrnehmung der Monumente Roms in der Spätantike, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 281).

The ARISTOCRACY did not build domus in Rome after the 3rd century “because 

impressive buildings [of Antiquity] were still in use (but for how long?) whilst others 

were given to a modest occupation, and still others simply fell apart” 
(Imposante Häuser wurden wahrscheinlich weiter genutzt (aber für wie lange?), während andere eine bescheidenere Nutzung erfuhren und 

wieder andere schlicht zerfielen; -Machado, C. (2012), „Between Memory and Oblivion: The end of the Roman domus”, in Behrwald, R., 

Witschel, C., Hg., Rom in der Spätantike: Historische Erinnerung im städtischen Raum, Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 111-138 / 130f.).







EARLY MEDIEVAL ROME (7th/8th to 10th c. CE)

“Nothing is known of the shape of the residential
houses. / Of houses and streets only few traces
remained.“

[„Über den Zustand der Wohnhäuser ist nichts bekannt. / Von Häusern und Strassen sind nur 

wenige Spuren übriggeblieben.“]

(Krautheimer, R. (1987), Rom: Schicksal einer Stadt, 312-1308, Leipzig: 
Koehler & Amelang , 126 / 257).





CONSTANTINE‘S ARCH IN ROME with 4th c. basis beneath 1st/2nd century
additions. Were the splendid friezes really stolen from Imperial monuments

(which ones?) or were the added later to honour Rome‘s saviour?

Marcus Aurelius (160-181 CE)

Traianus (98-117 CE)

Hadrianus (117-138 CE)

Constantine (306-337 CE)



Villa of MAXENTIUS (with apsis; mausoleum below left) on Via Appia dated to 
the 4th century CE but sitting on structures of the 1st century BCE

[Johnson, M.J. (2009), The Roman Imperial Mausoleum in Late Antiquity, Cambridge; New York et al: Cambridge University Press, 87]



Layout of MAXENTIUS-MAUSOLEUM on Rome’s Via Appia. It is dated to the 
early 4th century (Late Antiquity) but is surrounded by 1st c. tomb-buildings of 

Imperial Antiquity cutting into its perimeter wall (the southern tomb belonged to 
the Gens Servilia). This brings the mausoleum into the first half of the 1st century 

AD. [Rasch, J.J. (1984), Das Maxentius-Mausoleum an der Via Appia in Rom, Mainz: Zabern, table 79b.]







Krautheimer published in 1942 that Rome‘s second basilica-renaissance of Imperial Antiquity during the 8th century of the
EarlyMiddle Ages repeats ground-plans of the 4th century (from the first basilica-renaissance in Late Antiquity) instead of the
chronologically closer 5th century (Krautheimer 1988, illu. 54: a, h, i, f; illu. 62). He did not mention, however, that nowhere are early
medieval 8th century basilicas found super-imposed on the remains of the 4th basilicas. Though supposedly 400 years apart, they
share the same stratigraphic level, i.e. they are contemporaries during the early medieval time-span.



Krautheimer also discovered that Rome‘s second basilica-renaissance of Imperial Antiquity during the 9th century of
the EarlyMiddle Ages repeats ground-plans of the 5th century but never of the 4th century (from the first basilica-
renaissance in Late Antiquity) {Krautheimer 1988, illu. 54: l, m, p, r, s}. He did not mention, however, that nowhere are
early medieval 9th century basilicas found super-imposed on the remains of 5th basilicas. Though supposedly 400 years
apart, they share the same stratigraphic level, i.e. they, too, are contemporaries during the early medieval time-span.





Roman brickwalls of 2nd and 9th century with discharging arches

2nd c. Pantheon

(superb imperial execution).
[http://www.romeartlover.it/Costroma.html]

9th c. Santi Quattro Coronati
(hasty and sloppy execution).

[Barelli 2012, 138]







Since 312 BCE eleven major AQUEDUCTS were built in Rome. With Aqua 
Alexandrina (226 CE; 22.4 km) this impressive program was mysteriously abandoned
for good. Although texts attributed to Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages speak

of maintenance, there is no hard evidence for repairs before Acqua Vergine was 
restored in 1453 CE [Karmon 2005; illus.: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aqua_Alexandrina#/media/File:ParcoGiovanniPalatucci4.JPG].

Remains of Aqua Alexandrina — with arches
20-25 m high—at Fosso di Centocelle]

Remains of Aqua Alexandrina at Tor tre Teste





Now one could object that Rome and Constantinople are laggards among the
important cities. But what about metropoles such as SYRACUSE, whose artistic 
wealth later adorned Rome's palaces? There, too, residential buildings were
built in only one of the three epochs between 1 and 930 CE. 













ENIGMATIC STANDSTILL OF ARTISTIC EVOLUTION FROM IMPERIAL ANTIQUITY TO LATE ANTIQUITY





Mielsch, H. (2001), Römische Wandmalerei, Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 129.



R. Ling (1991), Roman Painting, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 196.

































CONSTANTINOPLE exhibits a magnificent Late-Antiquity but has no residential construction in 
Imperial Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages





















BULGARIA: 2nd century Ulpia Serdica <> 9th century Pliska

2nd c. CE Ulpia Serdica (SOFIA) in 9th c.

Pliska walls 10-12 m, gates 13-15 m high) 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5B-Qu9PqL]M 

9th c. CE Pliska in 2nd c. castrum
layout (walls 10 m, gates 14-15 m high)

(http://www.pmgsh.bg/bg/articles/category3/article55.html). 





STRATIGRAPHY OF ROME AT FORUM ROMANUM



Plank walkways of Rome‘s Colosseum floor (discovered
under 3 to 18 m of debris that was not removed before 1930;
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/09/10/clark-whelton-double-interment/).

Rodolfo Amedeo LANCIANI (1845 – 1929), pioneering 
excavator of ancient Rome, The Destruction of Ancient Rome
[https://archive.org/details/ destructionofan00lanc; https://malagabay.wordpress.com/ 

2018/04/01/the-destruction-of-ancient-rome]. 1901:

“The remains of Roman basaltic pavement […] are constantly

discovered under the modern pavement at a depth varying

from ten to fifteen feet. [...]

Who broke up and removed, bit by bit, that mountain of

masonry? Who overthrew the giant? Was it age, the elements,

the hand of barbarians, or some other irresistible force the

action of which has escaped observation? [...]

We may discard the current view that the disappearance of

Roman monuments was due to the barbarians – as if these, in

their meteoric inroads, could have amused themselves by

pulverizing the 250,000 feet of stone and marble seats in the

Circus.”

https://archive.org/details/destructionofan00lanc
https://malagabay/








Rome‘s Balbi-quarter in the 3rd and the 10th/11th century
with no urban structures for 700 years in between [Venditelli 2012]










